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Abstract—The authors present a combined method for order 
reduction of higher order linear dynamic systems using the 
advantages of the improved pole clustering and error 
minimization by PSO. The denominator of the reduced model is 
obtained by the improved pole clustering and PSO is employed 
for determining numerator coefficients by minimizing the 
integral square error between the transient responses of the 
original and reduced order models, pertaining to unit step input. 
The reduction procedure is simple, efficient and computer 
oriented. The proposed algorithm has been extended for the 
reduction of linear multivariable system. The algorithm is 
illustrated with the help of two numerical examples to highlight 
the advantages of the approach and the results are compared 
with the other existing techniques. 

Keywords:  Order Reduction, Pole Clustering, PSO, Relative 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis and design of complex systems, it is often 
necessary to simplify a high order system. The use of a 
reduced order model makes it easier to implement analysis, 
simulations and control system designs. Here we consider the 
system in the form of a transfer function. To establish a 
transfer function of lower order, numerous methods have been 
proposed [1]-[4].Further several methods have also been 
suggested by combining the features of two different methods 
[4]-[7].� In spite of the significant number of methods 
available, no approach always gives the best results for all 
systems. Almost all methods, however, aim at accurate 
reduced models for a low computational cost. 

     Further, numerous methods of order reduction are also 
available in the literature [8]-[11], which are based on the 
minimization of the integral square error (ISE) criterion. 
However, a common feature in these methods [10]-[11] is that 

the values of the denominator coefficients of the reduced 
order model (ROM) are chosen arbitrarily by some stability 
preserving methods such as dominant pole, Routh 
approximation methods, etc. and then the numerator 
coefficients of the ROM are determined by minimization of 
the ISE. In [12], Howitt and Luss suggested a technique, in 
which both the numerator and denominator coefficients are 
considered to be free parameters and are chosen to minimize 
the ISE in impulse or step responses. Recently, particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) technique appeared as a promising 
algorithm for handling the optimization problems. PSO is a 
population based stochastic optimization technique, inspired 
by social behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling [13].In 
PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the 
problem space by following the current optimum particles. 

  In the present work, the authors present a combined method 
using the advantages of the improved pole clustering 
method[15] and error minimization by PSO for order 
reduction of Single and Multi variable linear dynamic 
systems. In this method the reduced denominator is obtained 
by the improved pole clustering method and the numerator is 
determined by minimizing the integral square error between 
the transient responses of original and reduced order systems 
using particle swarm optimization technique, pertaining to a 
unit step input. The comparison between the proposed and 
other well known existing order reduction techniques is also 
shown in the present work. In the following section the 
algorithm is described in detail with the help of two numerical 
examples. 

II DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM 

Let the transfer function of the original high order linear 
dynamic SISO system of order ‘n’ be: 
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synthesized as: 
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Further, the method consists of the following  steps. 

Step 1: Determination of the reduced order denominator 
polynomial with an improved pole clustering technique[15]:

Calculate the ‘n’ number of poles from the given higher order 
system denominator polynomial. The number of cluster 
centres to be calculated is equal to the order of the reduced 
system. The poles are distributed in to the cluster centre for 
the calculation such that none of the repeated poles present in 
the same cluster centre. Minimum number of poles distributed 
per each cluster centre is at least one. There is no limitation 
for the maximum number poles per cluster centre. Let ‘k’ 
number of poles available in a cluster centre:��� ��� ������
The poles are arranged in a manner such that |�| � |��| �� � |��|�  The cluster centre for the reduced order model can 
be obtained by using the following procedure. 

1  Let ‘k’ number of poles available are |�| � |��| � � |��|�    
2  Set L=1;      ! � "#�|$%| � ∑ �

|$'�$%|
()*� + , -.�

3 Find the pole cluster as , 

4 Check for L=K. If yes, then the final cluster centre is        / �  0 and terminates the process. Otherwise proceed on to
next step. 

5 Set L=L+1, 

6 The improved cluster centre from  

 ! � 123�|�| � 43�| !|56 , �7
�

 7 Check for L=K. If no, then go to the step (5). Otherwise go     
the next step. 

8 Final cluster centre is  / �  !� On calculating the cluster 
centre values, we have following two cases as in. 

Case I: All the denominator poles are real: 
The corresponding reduced order denominator polynomial can 
be obtained as,  
	���� � 89 �  /%:89 �  /;:� 89 �  /<:������������������������ �=�

Where  /%�  /; � /<  are the improved cluster values required 
to obtain the reduced order denominator polynomial of      
order ‘r’. 

Case II:  All the poles are complex: 

Let > � #(�+ pairs of complex conjugate poles in a Lth cluster 

be,  ?�@ A B�� �@� A B��� �@� A B��� �@C A BC�D  
Where, |@| � |@�| � � |@!|� apply the proposed algorithm 
individually for real and imaginary parts to obtain the 
respective improved cluster centres. The improved cluster 

centre is in the form of EF � GF A HF . Where, GFand HF  is the 
improved pole cluster values obtained for real and imaginary 
 parts respectively. 
The corresponding reduced order denominator polynomial can 
be obtained as,  
	���� � �9 � |E|��9 � |E�|�� 89 � IEFI:����������������������� �J�
Where, j=r. 

Case III: If some poles are real and some poles are complex 
in nature, applying an improved clustering algorithm 
separately for real and complex terms. Finally obtained 
improved cluster centres are combined together to get the 
reduced order denominator polynomial. 

Step 2: Determination of the numerator polynomial of the 
reduced order model by PSO technique:
   The PSO method is population based search algorithm 
where each individual solution [coefficients of reduced 
numerator] is referred to as one particle and Each particle flies 
through the bounded search space with an adaptable velocity 
that is dynamically modified according to its own flying 
experience and also the flying experience of the other 
particles. In PSO, each particle strives to improve itself by 
imitating traits from their successful peers. Further each 
particle has a memory and hence it is capable of remembering 
the best position in the search space ever visited by it. The 
position corresponding to the best fitness[ISE] of a particle is 
known as p_best(personal best) and overall best of all 
particles in the population is called g_best(global best).  
In a d-dimensional search space, the best particles updates its 
velocity and positions with following equations: 

KF�LCM � N O KF�LC � POQ��� O 8R
��>F�L 3 SF�LC :������P�OQ���� O 8T
��>L 3 SF�LC :�
SF�LCM �� SF�LC � KF�LCM ������������������������������������������������������������ �U�
VW>X�Y � ����� � Z�����Z���T � ����� � �[
Where  
n = no. Of particles in the swarm 

d = Vector dimension of the particle SF and its velocity KF. 
t = number of iteration. 

W = inertia weight factor 

N � N\]^ 3 ?N\]^ 3N\)�D O (�
_� ; 

Where ‘K’ is the current iteration and ‘N’ is the maximum 
iteration.  �  � �Cognitive and social acceleration factors respectively. Q����� Q���� �Random numbers uniformly distributed in the 
range (0, 1). 
The YC` particle in the swarm is represented by                
d-dimensional vector SF � 8SF� SF��� � SFa: and its velocity 
is denoted by another d-dimensional vector                 
KF � 8KF� KF��� � KFa:. The best previous visited position of 
the YC` particle is represented by R
��>F � 8R
��>F� R
��>F��� � R
��>Fa:.The best particle 
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among all of the particles in the swarm is represented 
by�T
��>L � �T
��>� T
��>��� � T
��>a�. 
     In PSO each particle moves in a search space with a 
velocity according to its owns previous best solution 
(R
��>F�L� and its groups previous best solution ( T
��>L�. 
The velocity update in the particle swarm consists of three 
parts; namely momentum, cognitive and social parts. The 
balance among these parts determines the performance of a 
PSO algorithm[14]. The parameter  ��Z�� � determine the relative pull of pbest and gbest and
parameters Q����� Q���� help in stochastically varying these 
pulls. The position and velocity  updates of a particle in PSO 
for a two dimensional parameter space shown in fig 1. 

Fig. 1. Description of velocity and position updates in particle 
swarm Optimization for a two dimensional parameter space 

In the present study, PSO is employed to minimize the 
objective function ‘E’ which is the integral square error in 
between the transient response of original and reduced model 
is given by[4]: 

b � c ?d�>� 3 d��>�D�� �>������������������������������������������������
∞

�
� �e�

Where d�>� and d��>� are the unit step responses of 
original�?�����D and reduced ?�����D order systems, and the 
parameters to be determined are the numerator coefficients of 
the reduced order model as given in Eq.(2). To eliminate any 
steady state error in the approximation, the condition is: 

�� � 
��� P���������������������������������������������������������������� ������������������������������ �f�
In Table I , the specified parameters of the PSO algorithm 
used in the present study are given. The computational flow 
chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure.2. 

TABLE I 
 PARAMETERS USED FOR PSO ALGORITHM 

Parameters Value 
Swarm Size 20 

Max. Iteration 50 
 �  � 2.0,2.0 N\]^�N\)� 0.9,0.4 

Fig. 2 Flow chart of PSO algorithm 

Extension to Multivariable System: 
Let the transfer function matrix of the higher order ‘n’ having 
‘p’ inputs and ‘m’ outputs be 

?����D � �
	���� gh

hi

��� 
���� � 
j���
���� 
����� � 
�j���� � � �
\��� 
\���� � 
\j���kl

lm�������� �n�

Or ?����D � oT)F���p� W � ���� �q[ Y � ����� � R[  is a q r R
transfer matrix. 
 The general form of �T)F��� of ?����D is taken as 

T)F��� � 
)F���	���� �

� � 
� ��� 
������� � �� � �� ������ � ���� � �s�

                 
Let the transfer function matrix of the reduced order ‘r’ 
having same number of inputs and outputs to be synthesized 
as: 

?�����D � �
	t���� gh

hi
���� ����� � �j�������� ������ � ��j���� � � ��\��� �\���� � �\j���kl

lm�� ��u�

Or ?�����D � ov)F���p� W � ���� �q[ Y � ����� � R[  is a 
q r R transfer matrix. 
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The general form of �v)F��� of ?�����D is taken as 

v)F��� � �)F���
	t���� �

�� � �� ��� ������w� � w� ��� w����� � w��� ������ ����
                                     

For getting rth order reduced transfer matrix ?�����D, first of 
all common denominator 	��� of  Eq.(8) is reduced to 	�x���
using improved pole clustering technique and the coefficients 
of numerator  �)F��� of the reduced transfer matrix v)F��� are 
successively determined by minimizing the error ‘E’, between 
the transient responses of original [T)F���D  and reduced 
?v)F���D order models using PSO. 

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Two numerical examples are chosen from the literature to 
show the flexibility and effectiveness of the proposed 
reduction algorithm than other existing methods, and the 
response of the original and reduced models are compared. 

Example-1: Consider an Eighth order system transfer 
function   taken from [16]:  

�y��� �
=U�z � �une�{ � �=�nU�| � n�Ju��}��fn=fe�� � U��n���� � Jn�seJ���sJJnu�y � ���z � ��u�{ � �UUn�| � fees�}��JJes�� � Je=Uu�� � JUsU�� � �ffeu

��� ����

Step-1: The poles are: 3� A eW� 3�� 3��3=�3J�3J�3U. 

Let the 2nd order reduced model is required to be realized, 
Since poles have a combination of  real and  complex, for this 
purpose only one complex cluster is required. So apply an 
improved clustering algorithm separately for real and complex 
terms. 

Let real cluster consists of poles �3��3��3=�3J�3U� and 
imaginary cluster consists of ��Ae��. The improved cluster 
centres are computed as   E � 3��u�JUJen A eW
Using Eq.(4), the denominator polynomial 	����is obtained as  

	���� � �� � ��uJsus=e� � =f�uJsese�
Step-2: By using PSO to minimize the objective function ‘E’, 
as described earlier, we have: 

���� � =n�fff=�=� � JuU�f�unfe
Therefore, finally ����� is given as: 

����� � =n�fff=�=� � JuU�f�unfe
�� � ��uJsus=e� � =f�uJsese�������������������� ��=�

A comparison of the proposed algorithm with the other well 
known existing order reduction techniques for a second-order 
reduced model is given in Table II. Figure 3(a) Presents 
diagram of step responses of �y��� and������ respectively. 

����� Fig. 3(a) Comparison of step responses of �y��� and �����
TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF REDUCED ORDER MODELS 

Method 
of 

Reductio
n 

Reduced Models:~���� ISE (E) = 

c ?~����
�
�3 ~����D�

Proposed 
Algorith

m 

=n�fff=� � JuU�f�un
�� � ��uJsus� � =f�uJse 1.608666 

S.N.Siv
ananda
m, et al 

[16] 

=U� � Ju����
�� � ��J=e� � =e�e= 2.499506 

C.S.Hsieh 
et al[17] 

��eeee� � e���f�Jf=
u�uJfe�s�� � � � U�UsU== 33.662094 

R.Prasad 
 et al[6] 

n�esun=�� � J�Jsnuuf
�� � u�n=e=n�� � u�J�ufe 115.3929 

Y.Shamas
h  [18] 

�=�ususU� � U��f�JeU
�� � ���JUUJs� � u�Jn�=s 90.70348 

Example- 2: Consider a 6th order two input two output 
system[19] described by the transfer function matrix: 

?����D �
gh
hh
i ��� � U�
�� � ���� � �u�

�� � J�
�� � ���� � U��� � �u�

�� � ���� � �u�
�� � e�

�� � ���� � =�kl
ll
m

    

        � 
����� �
��� 
����
���� 
�������������������������������������������� ��J�

Where, the common denominator 	��� is given by : 	��� � �� � ���� � ���� � =��� � U��� � �u��� � �u�  
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� �{ � J��| � Uf��} � =Js��� � �uueu�� � �=�uu�+6000

And 
��� � ��| � fu�} � fe��� � =e�u�� � ffuu� � euuu
���� � �| � =n�} � JUs�� � ��n��� � J�eu� � �Juu
���� � �| � =u�} � ==��� � �eUu�� � =fuu� � =uuu
����� � �| � J��} � eu��� � =eeu�� � s�uu� � euuu
The proposed algorithm is successively applied to each 
element of the transfer function matrix of above multivariable 
system and the reduced order models v)F��� of the low order 
system ?�����D are obtained. The general form of second 
order reduced transfer function matrix is taken as:

?�����D � �
	t���� �

���� ���������� ��������������������������������� ��U�
Let the first and second cluster contains the poles 3��3� and 3=�3U�3�u�3�u, respectively. 
Where, the denominator polynomial for the second order 
reduced model is obtained as: 

	t���� � �� � J�une=JU� � =�une=J=U�������������� � ��e�
and ���� � ��=�=Jf�� � =�une=JJ����� � ��uJnnfJ� � ���=JU=f����� � u�UfsnUe� � ��UJ=�f�                      ���f������� � ��n�e=J� � =�une=JJ
Therefore, finally the second order reduced order model is 
obtained as: 

?�����D � �
�� � J�une=JU� � =�une=J=U

r "��=�=Jf�� � =�une=JJ ��uJnnfJ� � ���=JU=fu�UfsnUe� � ��UJ=�f�� ��n�e=J� � =�une=JJ .� ��n�
The step responses of the reduced-order models v)F��� are 
compared with the original system T)F��� and are shown in 
Figure 3(b)-(e) and the proposed method is compared with the 
other well-known order-reduction techniques available in 
literature and are shown in the Table III by comparing the 
integral square error ISE in between the step responses of the 
original T)F��� and reduced�v)F��� order systems. The ISE is 
given as 

�9b�b� � c oT)F�>� 3 v)F�>�p�
∞

�
��������������������������������� ��s�

Where i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 and T)F���,��v)F��� are the unit step 
responses of the original and reduced systems respectively for 
i th-output with j th-input. 

TABLE III 
Comparison of  reduction methods 

ISE for v)F��� (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2) 
Reduction 

method v �v� v� �v��
Proposed 
method 

0.00039
8 

0.000102 0.00004
5 

0.00691
3 

Diff and 
factor 

division 
[20] 

0.04607 
8.87r�u�y 0.0128 

0.00039
7 

Stabilty 
Eq and 

GA [21] 
0.01449

8 
0.008744 

0.00253
8 

0.01574
1 

Prasad 
and Pal 

[22] 
0.13648

4 
0.002446 

0.04029
1 

0.06790
2 

Safonov 
and 

chiang[23
] 

0.59061
7 

0.037129 
0.00732

8 
1.06612

3 

Prasad et 
al.[24] 

0.03068
9 

0.000256 
0.26196

3 
0.02168

3 

�� Fig. 3(b) Comparison of step responses of T��� and v���

��

Fig. 3(c) Comparison of step responses of T���� and v����
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Fig. 3(d) Comparison of step responses of T���� and  v����

Fig. 3(e) Comparison of step responses of T����� and  v�����
IV CONCLUSION 

The authors proposed a mixed algorithm for reducing the 
order of linear dynamic SISO and MIMO systems. In this 
algorithm, the concept of order reduction by an improved pole 
clustering method has been employed to determine the 
coefficients of reduced denominator while the coefficients of 
the reduced numerator are obtained by minimizing the integral 
square error between the transient responses of original and 
reduced models using PSO technique pertaining to unit step 
input. The algorithm is implemented in C-language. The 
matching of the unit step responses is assured reasonably well 
in the algorithm. The algorithm is simple, rugged and 
computer oriented and is compared with other well known 
existing order reduction techniques given in Table II and III, 
from which it is clear that the proposed algorithm compares 
well with the other techniques of model order reduction. 
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